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Reviewer's report:

This is an interesting case report on a surgically challenging clinical situation. However, a number of major issues need to be addressed:

1: the background should include updated references on the incidence of this disease (i.e. www.cancer.org)
2: was the pathology on the testicle pure teratoma?
3: were the tumor markers mentioned obtained prior to the orchiectomy? what were the markers after orchiectomy?
4: why was the chemotherapy regimen changed after the first cycle?
5: what was the response of all lesions after chemotherapy? what were the characteristics of the caval mass? (cystic? solid?)
6: since this is mostly a surgical case report, the surgical procedure should be more detailed and supported with intraoperative images and possibly video sections.
7: the imaging is not very representative of the surgical complexity
8: what was the pathology of the caval mass?
9: was all retroperitoneal disease removed?
10: the Discussion is significantly too long: this is a simple case report and now a literature review.
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